
 

 

 

 
 

  

 

„The Major Endowment Programs of the Romanian Armed Forces. 

Opportunities for the domestic industry” 

 

a debate organized within the Strategic Forum for Defense and Industry, a New 

Strategy Center initiative 

 

The actual international context urges Romania to act more quickly and decisively 
to show solidarity not only in relation to its NATO allies, but mostly to prove increasing 
deterrence capabilities. The subject of the transatlantic financial solidarity within NATO 
is very likely to swiftly get on the agenda following the moment Donald Trump takes 
office during January 2017, which urges Romania to establish a well-articulated plan 
regarding the endowment of the Armed Forces and strengthen the predictability of the 
financial resources allocation. 

 
Romania has already made concrete steps in this regard. The Ministry of Economy 

(MECRMA) recently began the preliminary discussions to identify a foreign partner to 
start the 8X8 armored carrier endowment program. The Ministry of Defense (MOD) 
already purchased the Spike anti-tank missiles and is going to purchase soon more than 
200 pcs consisting of 4x4 vehicles to enhance the mobility of the anti-tank systems. 
Similarly, the Land Forces have initiated the legal procedures for UAVs acquisition. The 
Romanian Government also made public the procedures that govern the acquisition 
program called „The Multipurpose corvette" (4 pcs SIGMA class, Project 10514) which are 
going to be assembled at DAMEN Shipyards Galați and delivered over a period of 7 years. 
The Romanian Government has initiated also the procedures for the acquisition of a 
C4ISR system (Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance), with the aim to partner a Romanian economic 
operator for a period of 7 years. Currently, the MOD and MECRMA are also taking into 
consideration the acquisition of new surface-based air defense capabilities and attack 
helicopters. 

 
New Strategy Center initiated the Strategic Forum for Defense and Industry during 

the fall of 2015 to establish a debate framework between the public authorities and the 
national and/or foreign companies which active in the field. The debate scheduled for 
today focuses on 4 major endowment programs: The Multipurpose corvette, The Attack 
Helicopters, The C4ISR System, and The Surface-based Air Defense. 
  


